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Prehm-Miniaturen – New items 2019 

Nostalgia of GDR ….  and romance on the lake! 
 
 
By popular demand of our Garden Railroader in the east, 

something again arises "Nostalgia of 

GDR". The three figures in plastic 

can be put together to form a group 

(also several). The colors in the 

photo are still changed, so get the 

two young pioneers a white shirt and 

the FDJler, with GDR flag, a blue shirt 

 
Young Pioneers :  
Art. Nr. 550150  
Art. Nr. 550151  
RRP: je Figur 13,95€ 
 
Art. Nr. 550152 – UVP:16,95€ 
RRP: je Figur € 

 

 

 

 

500202 Round bench, Metall 

The model of a round bench can, e.g. 
enclose a tree, a lamp or an advertising 

pillar. The model for the garden railroad, 
made of metal, is painted with UV 

resistant colors and is therefore 
weatherproof and suitable for outdoor 

use. 
The original can often be found on 

pedestrian streets, in front of castles, in 
the park or at the station forecourt 

 RRP: on demand 
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550140 Rowboat with anglers 
 
The rowing boat in plastic is suitable for driving further over the lake 
and fishing there in the area of life of the schools of fish. The angler is 
also made of plastic to ensure buoyancy. 

RRP: 29,95€ 

 
 
500075 angler - sitting (no picture available) 
 
Suitable for the rowing boat is the seated angler made of metal. 
This figure of angler is available individually and can be used on a gardenrailway layout, also on a 
stone by the lake, on a bridge or on a chair. The sun does not bother him because he is painted with UV 
resistant paints 

RRP: 19,95€ 
 
 
550141 Rowboat with loving couple 
 

Romantic is the rowing, with your loved one, over a lake at dusk. This 
scene can now be brought to the garden or to the diorama. The 

rowboat with loving couple is a real eye-catcher. Plastic, 
UV resistant, buoyant and weatherproof 

RRP: 39,95€ 
 

 
 

 
 

500141 Loving couple sitting (no picture available) 
 
Matching the rowing boat (550142) is the pair of lovers in G scale. The loving couple (he rows) is in 
metal and absolutely weatherproof. Certainly a other beautifull place for the lovers is on a park bench, 
at the beer table or in the cabriowagen 
UVP: 39,90€ 
 
 
550142 Rowboat (no picture available)  
 
The rowing boat is a typical excursion boat which can be found on many lakes. 
The boat is in LGB scale and buoyant, 2 oars are enclosed. Plastic, painted with UV resistant paints. 
RRP: 18,95€ 
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500600 worker with pallet truck – called “ant” 
 
The worker and the pallet truck are both made of metal and painted in 
weatherproof colors. An interesting addition to any industrial business 
(for example sawmill, brewery), railway station or coal shop. The 
finely detailed and hand painted model of the pallet truck has a 
movable drawbar.. 

RRP: 36,95€ 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
500502 chimney sweep 
 
The well-known chimney sweep is now supplied in metal, again with UV resistant 

painting and chimney broom. To simulate realistic scenes, the chimney sweep now has moving arms 

RRP: 22,95€ 
 
 
550026A Swiss train driver with safety vest (no picture availabel) 
 
the well-known Swiss train driver with safety vest is now also available for self painting. Model is 
made of plastic. 

RRP:  6,95€ 
 
 
560003 artifical Rocks (weatherproof)  (no picture available) 
 
Components for the construction of mountains and rocks on the model garden layout for the big scale 
gauge, in preparation 

RRP: on demand 
 
 
Art. Nr. 500226, Art. Nr. 500227 and Art.Nr. 500227 (no picture available) 
German Soldiers – different Type  - RRP: per figure on request 
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560002 Berlin Needy Intitution „Café 8Eck“ 
 
Certainly a highlight is the need institution in Berlin. In many places, the “cafe 8 eck” still characterizes 
everyday life in Berlin. A real piece of nostalgia, which fits in every city or village on the model plant. 
The model is made of plastic and is painted with UV resistant, typical green paint. The finished model 
has fine details and brings real charm into every "model village". 
 

RRP: 68,-- € 
 


